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not very good. Crisis made by Repington's article in The Times.
Churchill with French at same time as Repington. Rep's article
'arranged'. Excellent War Office defence against charge of
lack of shells, namely that French, knowing circumstances,
demanded a certain quantity, and that this quantity was not
only supplied but doubled. Fault therefore with leaders at front.
French not now liked by Army, who want Robertson. Battle of
Aubervilliers of Saturday, 8th, bloodiest of war. Not a defeat,
because men could not be shifted, but we lost 28,000 men.
Operation undertaken against advice of other generals.
. In evening, after dinner, Hobhouse,1 Postmaster-General, came
in to learn from McKenna his fate, who, however, couldn't tell
him. As I had been attacking Hobhouse fiercely in Daily News,
McKenna saw him alone in the drawing-room. I just caught a
glimpse of him.
Saturday, May zgth.
On Thursday I sent off first copy of first half of " The Lion's
Share ".
London yesterday for the day. New English Art Club. Very
interesting watercolours of Steer, etc.
Lunch with Mair at Garrick Club. Mair said that Princess
Irene blew up with 300 mines on board. He said that whereas
Fisher went to bed at 10 and rose at 5, Churchill would come
to the Admiralty after dinner. Churchill sent in a telegram
to be approved by Fisher ; Fisher declined to approve it. On
the intermediary suggesting that instead of sending a blank
refusal he should draft a new telegram, he did so.
Mair said that Simon a was going to be much more strict with
the censorship, and that it was intended to prosecute The Times.
He also said that Fisher on being appointed ordered 300 craft
of various sorts. One firm alone made 24 light cruisers. There
are special craft for going up the Danube, and special monitors
for running over mine fields to attack Cuxhaven.
Thursday, June yd.
Dance last night in aid of Blinded Soldiers and Sailors. About
40 people paid, and something over 30 came. Receipts about
£xi. Began at about 9.15 and finished about 1.30. Curious
1 The Rt. Hon. C. E. H. Hobhouse.	* Sir John Simon.
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